DARUMA
DOLL CRAFT

Make your own daruma to wish on, or to give as a gift to a friend or family member!

MATERIALS

• White paper plate
• Black and red markers
• Glue
• Gold glitter

INSTRUCTIONS

1. On one side of the paper plate, use a black marker to draw an oval on the top half of the plate. This is the outline of the face of the daruma.
2. Then use the black marker to draw the nose, eyebrows, and empty circles for eyes inside the oval. Use the red marker to draw a mouth.
3. Using the red marker, color in the rest of the plate, which will be the body of the daruma.
4. Decorate his clothes by using glue to make lines or designs on the body. Sprinkle gold glitter on the glue.
5. Set aside to dry.
6. Make a wish or set a goal, then color in one eye of the daruma. When your wish or goal is achieved, color in the other eye.

Good luck and have fun!